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And the Bride Wore White Leader’s Guide
You can use this leader’s guide to plan a weekend retreat
or an 8-week Bible study/reading club. Each session is designed to be
about one hour in length. (If you are doing it as an eight week study,
schedule an hour and a half for each session so you have time to
socialize!) You can modify as you see fit.
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Hey, if you’re a mom wanting to guide your daughter through a deep, but
fun-filled discussion on purity or a youth leader who wants to lead a whole
group of teen girls through God’s truth on sexual purity, you’ve come to the
right place. We have four resources that will be great tools for you. They
include:
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And the Bride

An 8-Session
Leader’s Guide
Wore White: Seven
Secret To Sexual
Purity
Dannah Gresh
available at dannah
gresh.com

Free online videos
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And the Bride Wore White Companion Guide
Each participant can use the question and journaling exercises in this
book to respond to the reading, sessions, and videos. It’s a great bonus
that facilitates journaling and internalizing of the key biblical truths.
And the Bride Wore White Video Series
These brand new videos feature a talk-show meets classic Bible
teaching format in short 10-15 minute sessions that support and
supplement anything you have planned. Each video is an average of
fifteen minutes in length.

Whatever resources you use,
know that the Lord has equipped you to lead!
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a word from Dannah Gresh
Why are you taking on this task? If you are like me, you have
plenty to do with your precious time. I’m assuming that God
has prodded your heart in a special way—maybe through a life
calling to work with teens or maybe through a thorough work
of healing God has done in your own life. But just in case you
need more encouragement, let me give you some more good
reasons to continue on with this project.
•Roughly forty six percent of high school students will
engage in sexual intercourse before they graduate. i There is almost no difference
in the percentage of students inside the church and those outside the church. Shouldn’t
there be? I think so. Obviously, you do too.
•Starting to have sex early equals a lot of sexual partners. The average number
of partners a sexually active college girl has is 7.1. ii This increases the number of people to
whom she becomes physiologically and spiritually bonded to, and decreases her ability to bond
well with her spouse in future years.

The need is great for effective sex education to take place within the faith community.
Despite positive steps toward more abstinence education, there remains a stigma attached to those who choose to wait until marriage to have sex. Students need to be
trained and fueled to intelligently stand for what they believe. Moreover, they need practical skills to live out what they believe and that is where the Church often stops short
in its education.
And the Bride Wore White provides practical “how-to” skills for aggressively pursuing purity in a world stained with sexual pain. Using the book in conjuction with the videos and
leader’s guide adds individual activites, compelling conversation, and fun object lessons to
the mix. Every session carries a deep scriptural truth to your teen(s) on an intimate level
because it is presented by you with me. It’ll be a team effort with your heart’s desires for
those you guide through the curriculum supported by me.You drive. I’ll sit in the back
seat and navigate!
Thank you so much for being a part of the effort to encourage young women to live a
lifestyle of purity. I’m praying Psalm 45:1 over you as I write. It says, “My heart is stirred
by a noble theme...” (Oh that God would stir your heart on the subject of purity!) “My
tongue is the pen of a skillful writer.” (Let your tongue be just a pen in God’s hand.) May
God write on the hearts of young women so they will experience his best in the area of
sexuality.

In His Love
Dannah Gresh

a few simple thoughts
Our Objectives
The primary purpose of these tools is to give young women
practical skills to live a life of purity until the day of their wedding and beyond.The primary focus is to have them fall head
over heels in love with Jesus. Our objectives are powerful but
simple.Young women will:
•identify the difference between innocence and purity
•establish mentorships with women who particate as 		
leaders
•recognize the covenant purpose of sex as well as 			
God’s rewards if that covenant is protected
•write commitments to protect their love for God
•learn and practice refusal skills
•commit to save sex for marriage
•establish a goal of dating only Christians while waiting 		
for their husband to be
•write a letter to God placing themselves and their 		
struggles before him
•begin the process of healing from past sin if it exists
in their lives
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Our Methods
Recall important things you’ve learned in your life. Chances are, you
learned by experience.The most effective form of learning is experiential.The least effective kind comes from verbal teaching.This curriculum uses three types of experiential learning to place on top of
the reading they’ll do and the teaching they’ll hear from you and me
via the videos.These three types of experiences include:
•Alone Time—Using their journals, Bibles and personal copy of And
the Bride Wore White, the girls will internalize truths by writing out what they
believe. The girls love it! I usually have to pull them away from their journals
when the time is up.
•Small Group Conversations—This is time for major girl talk.
(Remember sitting around at sleep overs and talking the night away? This is
the feel you want to create.) They’ll talk about things like how they dress,
what they dream of in a husband, and more fun topics. The key to this conversation is that it is focused and guided by an older, godly woman. (That’s
you!)
•Talk Show Meets Bible Study DVD Sessions—This is when
you and I teach.View the DVD ahead of the girls. It will be worth it.You can
always add your own thoughts to what I teach.
Thank you for being a part of the effort to encourage young women to live a
lifestyle of purity.

Session One • Chapters 1-5
“Celebration Stories”
Our Objectives
To exalt God as our Teacher and His grace as our sufficiency specifically in the area of learning
to live a life of purity.
Action:
To write a letter to God placing themselves and their struggles before Him.
Items Needed:
•One used magazine per girl
•Pens and notebook paper for girls who don’t have journals or the Companion Guide
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 1 “Celebration Stories”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapters 1-5 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 1 “Celebration Stories”
•Pray
Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Welcome
Ground Rules
Game Time
Video #1
Alone Time

6
1
15
17:20
20

Receive love from you
Hear guidelines for sharing
Play “The Magazine Game”
View “Celebration Stories”
Read Chapter 1 in “And The Bride Wore
White” and write letter to God

Supplies
Magazines
DVD or Online Videos
And the Bride Wore White

Welcome • 6 Minutes
Have fun music playing when the girls arrive. It sets the pace! Greet each girl
personally. When you are ready to welcome them formally, you might tell them a
little bit about why you felt led to do this specific study with them. Be personal.
Tell them your heart. End your welcome time with prayer, inviting God to be their
Teacher.
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Ground Rules • 1 Minute

After your warm welcome, take just one brief moment to go over some rules. I have just two.
#1.) Everything stays in these walls. This study promotes sharing about sensitive issues and may even result in some confession of sin. Please protect the transparency of the
individuals by asking them to make a commitment to protect one another.
#2.) No “mooning.” You know what “mooning” is, right? Well, you don’t need any
of that when sharing takes place. In other words, no mental image should be possible when
you share within this group.You might say, “I gave away the gift God meant me to share on my
wedding night.” But you would not say, “This is who I did it with and for how long and in what
position!” Get it? Let’s protect the innocence of those who still cling to it!

Magazine Game • 15 Minutes
Give each girl one magazine, and ask all of them to break into at least two groups
so you can compete. (If you have a large group, assign small groups at this time
and assign an adult leader for each group.) Each group should be an equal distance
from a chair in the center of the room. Ask a personal question like “What do
you do in your free time?” Each girl tries to find a picture of her pastime in the
magazine she was given. The first one who does should rip it out and run it to the
chair. The first one there gets to share her picture and gets a point for her team.
It’s a simple and fun way to break the ice. Here are some other sample questions.

What is your favorite color?
Where did you go on your last family vacation?
What is something you like to wear every day?
What is your favorite dessert?
What is your favorite subject to study?
What is something you have done to make money?
What is something your friends do that you would never do?

After the fun, you’ll know each other a little better than
before. Use the magazines to start a conversation about
sex by asking these questions and just discussing them.

Can you find an article or ad that references sex?
Can you find an article or ad that references abstinence or real
		
consequences of having sex?
Find a girl who looks ready to go on a date.
Find a guy who looks attractive.
What is the overall message that these magazines give us 			
		about sex?

Video • 17:20 Minutes
Show “Celebration Stories.”
Alone Time • 25 Minutes
Hand out copies of And the Bride Wore White and, if you are using them, the Companion Guide.
Each girl should read Chapter 1 in And the Bride Wore White.
Invite the girls to write a private letter to God processing what they have just
learned. The spot for this is located on page 9 in the Companion Guide or the
girls may use journals.

Retreat...If you are doing this as a weekend retreat, go immediately to session 2.
Weekly Study...If you are doing an eight week study take the remaining time to
close in prayer in small groups. Let this session end quietly and pensively. Assign
And the Bride Wore White chapters 2-5 as reading homework. If you are using the
Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for chapters 2-5.
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Session Two • Chapters 6 & 7
“Processing & Dreaming”
Our Objectives
To define purity and to differentiate it from innocence.
Action:
To draw a picture of the thing that most keeps them from pursuing purity in their lives and to
place that on the cross of Jesus.
Items Needed:
•One large bundle of pens or Pick Up Sticks
•A large poster board
•One large roll of postal paper for every fifteen girls
•Colored markers
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 1 “Processing & Dreaming”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapters 6 & 7 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 2 “Processing & Dreaming”
•Pray
Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Game Time
Video #2
Alone Time

10
16:46
20

Pens or Pick Up Sticks
DVD or Online Videos
Paper & markers

Small Group
Time

15

Play “Chinese Numbers”
View “Processing & Dreaming”
Read Chapter 6
Draw graffiti & pray
Get encouraged

Paper & markers

Chinese Numbers Game • 10 Minutes
Chinese numbers is a game that teaches us to look beyond the obvious—to think
outside the box. Tell the girls that you will make a “Chinese” number on the floor,
being careful not to say that you will make it using the bundle of pens or Pick
Up Sticks. They are to guess what the number is as they slowly discover how the
numbers are made.
Here is the secret: you’ll be making them with the number of fingers you’ve extended and placed on the floor. The pens or sticks are only a distraction, but be
sure to make a grand display of arranging them before you anchor your fingers to
the floor. At first you’ll be very subtle about it but get more and more obvious.
As girls begin to get it, invite them to make a number for the group. Take turns
so several of them get a chance to lead. Toward the end of your time, there may
still be girls who don’t get it! Clumsily drop the pens or sticks on to the floor and
obviously place your fingers on the ground so they can see it!
End by saying, “Sometimes you have to look beyond the obvious for the truth of a
situation. That’s how purity can be. Let’s talk about that!”
Video • 16:46 Minutes
Show “Processing & Dreaming”
Alone Time • 20 Minutes
Using their copies of And the Bride Wore White each girl should read Chapter 6.
Invite the girls to ponder any specific thing that keeps them from living a life of
purity. It may be a past mistake or a current relationship or behavior. Pages 38
& 39 in the Companion Guide will guide them through this or the girls may use
journals.
After about 10 minutes, invite them to quietly come to the postal paper and draw
on what will be a “graffiti wall” of their struggle. Play some worship music as they
do this and encourage them not to talk so girls can stay in touch with God’s Spirit.
Give the girls 8-10 minutes to draw a symbolic picture of their struggle. (This
would be their “little red lizard” as mentioned in chapter 6 of “And The Bride Wore
White”.) Then, ask them to tear into the “graffiti wall” and rip their picture out in
the shape of a cross.
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Have the girls repeat this prayer after you.

Crosses

Lord, when we look at these tattered crosses, we are reminded that you endured
pain for our punishment so we do not have to hold on to our pain.
Lord, when we look at the shape of these, we can be sure you know what our
pain feels like, since you bore it on the cross.
Lord, help us to bring our pain and sin to you. Help us to learn to forgive
ourselves as you have forgiven us. Help us to replace our shame and fear with
certainty and peace.
Change our hurting to healing. Show us once again that when you say you forgive
us, you truly mean you were given for us.
In Christ’s Name
Amen
Small Group Time • 15 Minutes
This is your first official small group sharing time, so I’d like for it to be encouraging. Invite the girls to affirm one another in this fun way. Give each girl a blank
sheet of paper and markers. Ask her to draw a t-shirt for the girl on each side of
her. The t-shirt should reflect who that girl is. For example, if the girl next to her is
vibrant and the life of the party, but she is always kind and making people feel safe,
you might draw a heart with confetti popping out of it.
After everyone has had a chance to draw their t-shirts, go around the circle and
let them present and explain them. This is a great way to encourage each other
and might be just what the girls need after taking a hard look at their sin or temptation!

Retreat...Take a break and change into pajamas and have a snack. Depending on
your start time, this is a good time to offer some free time.

Weekly Study...If you are doing an eight week study have each girl’s small group
leader give her a hug to end the session. Affirm her one-on-one with the love of
Christ. Assign And the Bride Wore White chapter 7 as reading homework. If you are
using the Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for chapters 6 and
7.

Session Three • Chapters 8 & 9
“Worth”
Note: This session takes a little longer than others to do well.This particular one makes a great morning
session if you are doing a weekend retreat. It is ok to do these sessions out of order if you feel led.
Our Objectives
To discover their value in God’s eyes and to determine to present themselves based upon it.
Action:
To be treasured and loved by you; and to evaluate their habits of dress, communication, behavior
on dates, and exposure to impure things.
Items Needed:
•One fine China teacup per girl (Not a ceramic mug; Must be delicate)
•A soothing instrumental soundtrack to play as background music
•A flavored tea and sugar (Like Raspberry Royal by Bigelow)
•Delicate gourmet cookies (Like Pepperidge Farm Milano and Raspberry Chantilly)
•Fine chocolates (Like Godiva or Ferrero Rocher)
•Hand lotions in popular scents
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 3 “Worth”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapters 8 & 9 in And the Bride Wore White
•Read Psalm 45
•Review Video Session 3 “Worth”
•Pray
Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Video #3
Tea Party

20:03
20

View “Worth”
Enjoy tea & hand massage

Alone Time
Small Group
Time

10
20

Evaluate her behaviors
Discuss their value

DVD or Online Videos
Tea party supplies
& lotion
And the Bride Wore White
And the Bride Wore White
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Video • 20:03 Minutes
Show “Worth”
Have someone preparing your tea party in another room while you are doing this session.
Make the tea party really special. I’ve done this for fifteen years with some of the most
hardened teen girls. They will say they have outgrown tea parties or don’t want to do it,
but if you do it right and really spoil them...they will love it! The object is to be lavish in an
effort to communicate how precious they are.
Tea Party • 20 Minutes
The purpose of this tea party is not to just have fun, but to lavish these girls with
God’s love. It’s important that it’s well-planned.Your mentors or other adult volunteers should have the tea and cookies set up in another room as you watch
the video. The special set up should come as a little bit of a surprise for the girls.
Put someone with great gifts of hospitality in charge of this and let them go crazy.
Make it over-the-top special.
Start music before the girls walk in. Invite the girls to spread out and relax and just
enjoy the tea.
The mentors who are serving should begin to give each girl a hand and arm rub
using the scented lotion. As each girl gets her massage, she should hear good
things about herself such as “You have soft hands.Your eyes are so blue.You always
make everyone feel so comfortable at things like this.” Whatever her gifts are, acknowledge them. Also, pray silently for her to feel the love of God.
Alone Time • 15 Minutes
With the scent of the lotion fresh, the tea still warm, and the music still playing,
give the girls time to open their books and do two exercises concerning their
value.

Value Evaluation

Read pages 75 & 76 in And the Bride Wore White before completing the evaluation
on page 75. The evaluation is also on page 48 in the Companion Guide.

The Line

Read and follow the instructions on pages 90 & 91 in And the Bride Wore White.
These are also in the Companion Guide on pages 56 & 57.
Small Group Time • 15 Minutes
In small groups, ask each girl to share what they’ve discovered about themselves in
terms of their value. Is the way they present themselves worthy of their value? Are
they trashable Styrofoam cups, common ceramic mugs, or priceless China? Where
do they believe they should draw the line when it comes to physical contact?

Retreat...Have them place their tea cups someplace safe so they can take them
home as a gift. Move quickly into the next session.

Weekly Study...Give them their tea cups as a gift if you are able to do so. Assign
And the Bride Wore White chapters 8 & 9 as reading homework. If you are using the
Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for chapters 8 & 9.

If you’re looking for some great material to really dig deeply into the
topic of modesty, consider Secret Keeper: The Delicate Power of
Modesty and its accompanying devo book. The book is a short read
and a nice little extra gift for the end of this session.
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Session Four • Chapters 10 & 11
“Bold Love”
Our Objectives
To let go of sinful habits or relationships and to commit to love the Lord Jesus Christ with all
their heart, mind, and soul.
Action:
To symbolically exchange a cheap “price tag” for a real pearl.
Items Needed:
•One real pearl for each girl (This can be purchased by a strand at most jewelers for as 		
little as $3-5 per girl.They do not need to be high quality, but they do need to be authentic.)
•Two feet of monofilament per girl.
•One set of necklace clasps for each girl.
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 4 “Bold Love”.
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapters 10 & 11 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 4 “Bold Love”
•Pray

Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Video #4
Alone Time
Pearls
Small Group
Time

20:58
15
10
20

View “Bold Love”
Write a letter to God
Make Decisions
Discuss their commitments
Make necklaces

DVD or Online Videos
And the Bride Wore White
Pearls
Monofilament, clasps

Video • 20:58 Minutes
Show “Bold Love”

Alone Time • 15 Minutes
Ask the girls to read Chapter 11 in And the Bride Wore White and then write a letter to God as instructed. There is space to do this in the Companion Guide on
pages 71-73.
While the girls are doing this, begin to play worship music and set out the pearls
to be used in the next section of your session.
Pearls • 10 Minutes
As the girls continue writing, explain that everything costs something but only
Jesus costs everything and is worth it. Ask them to tear off a corner of paper and
write the symbolic name of something that keeps them from loving Christ in full
obedience. Give them time to hold that piece of paper in their hands and pray
over it.
Then, invite them to come and throw it away in exchange for a real pearl symbolic
of their love for Christ.You can present the pearls in a lovely jewelry box or just
your hand, but make sure you look into their eyes and say, “Christ loves you and
paid everything for you.”
End this time in prayer.
Small Group Time • 20 Minutes
Provide monofilament and clasps to each small group leader. The girls can use
these to make simple one pearl chokers. They usually do not need instructions to
do this and each girl approaches it uniquely.
During this time the leader will be sensitive to what is happening in her group. If one girl
needs prayer, she can have the girls pray over her. If another girl seems to want to share, let
her share. If one girl needs special attention, the leader can assign a mature girl to monitor
the conversation of the small group while she goes to counsel and pray with the one in
need. Just trust God to direct this special time but look for it to be full of prayer and encouragement.

Retreat...Plan a break at this point so that girls who need counseling can receive it.

Weekly Study...Close in prayer and be available to stay after for girls who need
counseling. Assign And the Bride Wore White chapter 10 as reading homework.
If you are using the Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for
chapter 10.
Leader’s guide • And the Bride Wore White • dannahgresh.com
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Session Five • Chapter 12
“Wisdom”
Our Objectives
To convince girls that they can and must invite their parents into their dating relationships.You’ll
give them an opportunity to do that if you invite mothers to this session. And to help them
come up with more creative ways to communication with their parents.
Action:
To develop ways to improve communication between them and their parents, especially in the
area of sexuality.
Items Needed:
•Paper and pens
•One poster board per small group
•Markers for each small group
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 5 “Wisdom”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapter 12 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 5 “Wisdom”
•Pray

Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Welcome
Game Time
Small Group
Time
Video #5

5
15
20

Welcome mothers, if attending
Play “What Mama Don’t Know”
Discuss communication strategies

Posters & markers

14:28

View “Wisdom”

DVD or Online Videos

Welcome • 5 Minutes
If you invite mothers to attend, plan some time to greet them in your own special
way.

Small Group Game Time • 15 Minutes
This ice breaker is great if moms attend, but also just a little bit of fun if they do
not. It’s called “What Momma Don’t Know Won’t Hurt Her!” Each girl will write
down four things about herself. Three of them will be true. One of them will not
be. Each person will read hers out loud and have everyone guess which one is not
true. That girl gets a point for everyone she tricks! The girl with the most points
wins.
Small Group Time • 20 Minutes
Discuss how hard it can be to talk about sex, or perhaps communicate in general,
with mom/daughter.Your goal will be to come up with three things that make
communication difficult. Then come up with three useable skills to fix those problems. Write these on posters to share with the large group. Here is an example:

Three Things That Make Communication Difficult
1.)
2.)
3.)

Mom Is Always Busy
Daughter Is Always On Cell Phone
Mom Overreacts

Sample Solutions

1.)
Come up with a code phrase that mom/daughter can both use to
		
stop the busy work or get a girl off of her cell phone. Something
		
like: “Code Red” or “Ice Cream”. Then agree to give each other
		
undivided attention when that phrase is used.
2.)
Make once a week dates to discuss heavy topics and get “all
		hearts clear.”
3)
Agree to listen to the whole story before reacting.

Let the moms/daughters talk together, if possible. But if not, let
the daughters work on ideas with each other and make a promise
to share the ideas with their mom when they get home.
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Video • 14:28 Minutes
Show “Wisdom”

Retreat...Challenge the girls to invite their moms into their dating lives when they
get home. Move on to the next session.

Weekly Study...Challenge the moms/daughters to watch my TedTalk entitled “The
Walk of Fame Vs The Walk of Shame.” It’s easy to find on Youtube and makes a
great conversation starter. Assign And the Bride Wore White chapter 12 as reading
homework. If you are using the Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for chapter 12.

Dannah Gresh’s Ted Talk can be found by searching the title “The
Walk of Fame Vs The Walk of Shame” on youtube.com.

Session Six • Chapter 13
“Yada”
Our Objectives
To recognize the spiritual purpose of sex.
Action:
To define sex as a covenant.
Items Needed:
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 5 “Yada”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapter 13 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 6 “Yada”
•Pray

Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Game Time
Alone Time
Video #6
Small Group
Time

15
15
19:38
10

Write Comeback Lines
Read Chapter 13
View “Yada”
Discuss Yada

And the Bride Wore White
And the Bride Wore White
DVD or Online Videos
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Game Time • 15 Minutes
Let’s go back and pick up a fun activity that we didn’t do earlier in the sessions.
Turn to page 101 in And The Bride Wore White and have each small group come up
with their own list of Comeback Lines. There is also space for this in the Companion Guide on page 62. Have fun sharing these in the large group. Prepare to
laugh.
Alone Time • 15 Minutes
Each girl will read Chapter 13 in And the Bride Wore White.
Video • 19:38 Minutes
Show “Yada”
Small Group Time • 10 Minutes
Spend some time reflecting on these questions together. They are found in the
Companion Guide where girls can record their answers.
•If marriage is a picture of Christ and the Church and if God uses the same 		
		
language to describe the love of a husband and his wife to describe
		
the love He has for us, how motivated do you think Satan is to see
		
our sex lives destroyed?
•What motivates you to protect your purity?
•Was there any pain in your heart as you heard Dannah speak or when you 		
		
read Chapter 13?
End by asking each girl to pray for her life to be submitted to displaying God’s love
for humanity through the way that she protects her purity.

Retreat...Move on to the next session as it is tied closely to this one.
Weekly Study...Encourage the girls to look for ways that they see Satan harming the picture of marriage and to pray about those things this week. No reading
homework this week. If you are using the Companion Guide, you can also assign
the questions for chapter 13.

Session Seven • Chapter 14
“The Gift”

Our Objectives
To recognize the practical blessings of sex.
Action:
To research God’s word concerning the blessings of sex.
Items Needed:
•Three poster boards
•Markers
•Three dimensional items like yarn, beads, Styrofoam, old keys, coins, pasta, etc.
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 7 “The Gift”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapter 14 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 7 “The Gift”
•Pray

Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Video #7
Small Group
Time
Large Group
Time

18:50
30

View “The Gift”
Research & discuss sex

DVD or Online Videos
Poster board, markers,
& 3 dimensional items

15

Discuss Yada
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Video • 18:50 Minutes
Show “The Gift”
Small Group Time • 30 Minutes
Assign each small group one of the three blessings to explore and creatively present on their poster. (If you don’t have three groups, create three pairs of girls or
double up and have more than one group work on a poster.) Here are the three
topics and assigned Bible verses to consider as the groups create their poster.

Sex Is For Pleasure
Read Proverbs 5:18,19 and And the Bride Wore White Chapter 14 pages 138 & 139
under the heading “Sex Is Great Fun!” Make a poster to teach what
you’ve studied.

Sex Is For Baby Making
Read Genesis 1:28a and And the Bride Wore White Chapter 14 pages 139 & 140
under the heading “Sex is For Baby Makin’!” Make a poster to teach what
you’ve studied.

Sex Is For Intimacy
Read Genesis 2:24; Ephesians 5:31,32 and And the Bride Wore White Chapter
14 pages 137 & 138 under the heading “Sex Enchances Intimacy.” Make a poster
to teach what you’ve studied.

Large Group Sharing 10
Bring the groups together to share and present their posters to each other.

Retreat... I recommend some free time before moving into the last session of the
retreat.You want some time to prepare and make it special.You also want to make
sure they are fresh for the sharing time.

Weekly Study... Assign the remainder of Chapter 14 in And the Bride Wore White as
reading homework. If you are using the Companion Guide, you can also assign the
questions for chapter 14.

Session Eight • Chapter 15, 16 & 17
“m.o.r.e.”
Session Eight • Chapters 15, 16, 17
“m.o.r.e.”
Our Objectives
To strengthen the relationships between attendees and mentors
Action:
To hear testimonies of women who are pursuing purity
Items Needed:
•One inexpensive votive candle per girl
•Matches
•Worship music
•And the Bride Wore White Video Session 8 “m.o.r.e.”
Preparation Activities:
•Read Chapters 15-17 in And the Bride Wore White
•Review Video Session 8 “m.o.r.e.”
•Pray

Session At A Glance

Activity

Minutes

What Attendees Will Do

Supplies

Small Group
Time
Video #8
Large Group
Sharing

15

Write a “husband list”

And the Bride Wore White

18:50
15

View “m.o.r.e.”
Hear Testimonies

DVD or Online Videos
Candles, music,
& matches
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Small Group Time • 30 Minutes
Let’s go back and pick up a fun activity that we didn’t do earlier in the sessions.
Turn to pages 64-66 in And The Bride Wore White and read it together assigning portions. Have each girl spend time writing her list on page 65. There is also space for
this in the Companion Guide on pages 45-47. Have fun sharing these and end your
small group time praying for your future husbands.
Video • 18:50 Minutes
Show “m.o.r.e.”
Large Group Sharing 15
Ask each mentor to transparently share her testimony concerning her quest for
purity. Sin and healing; purity and wholeness. Share all of it. It will open up the girls
to remain connected to you.

Retreat... Assign the reading of the rest of And the Bride Wore White.
Encourage them to take their books home and finish them.

Weekly Study... Assign And the Bride Wore White chapters 15-17 as reading homework. If you are using the Companion Guide, you can also assign the questions for
chapters 15-17.

A great follow up to this study is Get Lost: A Girl’s Guide
to Finding True Love. In it, readers explore this sentence:
“A girl needs to get so lost in God that a guy
needs to seek Him to find her.” We’ll explore
God’s language of love and become convinced that
God— not guys—is the only source. A ten day love feast
encourages girls to take guys off the
table altogether to feast on the love
of God. A video curriculum similar to
And the Bride Wore White’s format is also available for
Get Lost at dannahgresh.com.

CDC. Youth risk behavior surveillance—United States, 2009, http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/ss/
ss5905.pdf, MMWR 2010;59(SS-5):p20.
i

Sharon Jayson, “More college ‘hookups.’ But more virgins, too.”, USA Today, 3/30/2011. http://
yourlife.usatoday.com/sex-relationships/dating/story/2011/03/More-hookups-on-campuses-butmore-virgins-too/45556388/1?csp=hf
ii
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Abstinence isn’t about not having sex—
it’s about waiting to have it right.
81% of college students claim to be sexually active. About half of them were in high school. Once they
start having sex, well, they’re having a lot of it. The average woman will have 7.1 sexual partners when
she graduates from college.
There is almost no statistical difference in churched vs. unchurched students.
The best time to reduce the risk is in her early teen years.You can make a difference by taking her
through Dannah Gresh’s best-selling classic And the Bride Wore White: Seven Secrets To Sexual Purity.
This leader’s guide offers an easy and fun way to spark conversation about sexual purity and is supported by a video curriculum featuring Dannah Gresh, host Chizzy Anderson and the students of Grace
Prep, a new model in high school education started by Gresh and her husband, Bob. During 8 interactive sessions, you’ll help teen girls:
•Embrace God’s grace whether she’s sinned sexually or not.
•Commit to keep God first and boy craziness at bay.
•Determine to save sex for marriage.
•Create a goal for a godly marriage by deciding to date only Christians.
•Begin the process of healing if sexual sin exists in her life.
And much more.
Used in conjunction with And the Bride Wore White and the DVD, this leader’s guide is the perfect fit for
small group study or a lively girls-only retreat.

Dannah Gresh is the best-selling author of many best-selling
books including Lies Young Women Believe (co-written with
Nancy Leigh DeMoss), and Get Lost: A Girl’s Guide To Finding
True Love (which also has a video curriculum). She has sold
nearly 1.7 million copies of her books encouraging modesty,
purity, and sexual wholeness. She lives in central Pennsylvania
on a hobby farm with her husband and twenty beloved animals
that fulfill her childhood dream of being a vet.

VIDEOS LOCATED AT dannahgresh.com

